[Preoperative EEG in medically intractable epilepsy].
The aim of the preoperative neurophysiological investigations is to identify the primary epileptogenic focus and its relation to functional cortical areas. The investigations include interictal and ictal extracranial (scalp) electroencephalography (EEG) and invasive methods (depth, subdural, foramen ovale electrodes and peroperative electrocorticography). If an epileptic focus is located in the anterior part of the temporal lobe by the use of scalp EEG, this is normally regarded as sufficient for an anterior lobectomy. However, because of poor spatial resolution by scalp EEG, it is difficult to separate mesial from lateral foci, identify the exact extent of posterior temporal or extra-temporal foci, identify the primary focus in patients with bilateral abnormalities and identify cases with minor scalp EEG-changes. As invasive EEG shows higher spatial resolution and gives an opportunity to evaluate functional areas, invasive EEG has significant advantages in these patients. Use of invasive EEG bears a slightly increased risk and discomfort to the patient, but is necessary in the presurgical evaluation of some patients suffering from medically intractable epilepsy.